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Zinc oxide for electronic, photovoltaic and optoelectronic
applications
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We demonstrate that the atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique has large potential to be widely used in a
production of ZnO films for applications in electronic, photovoltaic (PV) and optoelectronic devices. Low
growth temperature makes the ALD-grown ZnO films suitable for construction of various semiconductor/organic material hybrid structures. This opens possibilities of construction of novel devices based on very
cheap organic materials. This includes organic light emitting diodes and PV cells of the third generation, as discussed in the present work.
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1. Introduction
At present electronics is based mostly on silicon, whereas other materials, such as GaAs or GaN, are used only
in very specialized devices. The dominant role of silicon
was not questioned till very recently, until the necessity to
go to a 3D architecture became evident. Such architecture
allows further increase of capacity of integrated circuits.
The research on 3D-like devices is the most advanced in
the case of nonvolatile memories. One of the materials
studied for a new generation of so-called cross-bar memories with a 3D architecture is ZnO [1], as we discuss below. This and other possible use of ZnO in electronic devices will be discussed in the present work.
Considering other possible applications of ZnO, the one
discussed below clearly cannot be based on silicon. We
mean here transparent electronic devices. For them use of
ZnO is quite obvious. Due to a large band gap of ZnO this
material is transparent to the visible light.
It seemed at first that ZnO will make career in optoelectronic devices similar to that of GaN and its alloys. This
did not happened till now since stable p-type doping of

ZnO was not realized yet. However, new applications of
ZnO in optoelectronic devices are still possible, as also
discussed in the present paper.
Finally, a breakthrough in construction of photovoltaic
(PV) devices is required to allow for economically justified
wide use of a solar energy. There are several indications
that ZnO can play an important role also in this area of
electronic industry. We present here some examples of use
of ZnO in PV devices.
2. ZnO films for electronic applications
2.1. ZnO for 3D memory devices
In Autumn of 2007 we witnessed a new revolution in a
structure of integrated circuits (IC). In ICs introduced by
the Intel company SiO2 was replaced by HfO2 as a gate
isolator. This enabled introduction of the ICs with 45 nm
node architecture (Autumn of 2007) and 32 nm node
(Spring of 2010). For these devices a physical size of field
effect transistor was scaled down to about 100 nm.
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The ICs with the 22 nm node architecture are predicted
to be introduced within next two-three years. Further scaling down of transistor sizes may however be difficult.
Thus, further increase of capacity of electronic devices
may be due to introduction of a new architecture. The most
promising one is the 3D-like, with active elements stacked
one over another. The research on such devices is very
advanced in the case of so-called cross-bar memories [1],
which are shortly described below.
At present, the nonvolatile semiconductor-based random access memories (RAM) use architecture of a floating
gate. It is very close to the one of a field effect transistor.
The only difference is the extra gate embedded between
isolating films. This similarity means that as in the case of
ICs miniaturization limit will soon be achieved and that we
need another approach to increase further a memory storage capacity. One of the most studied ideas here is based
on vertically stacked memory cells (cross-bar memory)
(see, e.g., [1–3]). The storage density of such memory de2
vices depends on 4F /n ratio, where F is a node standard
(e.g., 65 nm) and n number of stacks. The smaller this ratio
is, the higher density can be achieved. We need n = 3 or
more to surpass floating gate memories in a memory storage capacity.
Unfortunately, construction of 3D electronic devices
imposes serious material and processing restrictions, and
thus must result in serious changes in device processing. In
3D structures, with active parts stacked one over other,
metal paths will not be on top of the devices, but both beneath and above electronic elements. This drastically restricts growth temperature to below 350–400 °C [1,2]. For
higher temperatures metal paths will be affected. The necessity of temperature reduction means that the dominant
role of silicon in memory devices is questioned for the first
time from many years.
In the cross-bar memory architecture a single element
of the structure consists of a so-called selector (allowing
addressing of a single cell) and a storage element. By a
selector we mean here either a Schottky or p–n junction
[1,3]. The selector must be characterized by a very high
rectification factor to block cross talk between cells. Moreover, it must allow a high current density, necessary to
address NiO [3] or phase change memory (PCM) materials, which likely will be used as information storage elements.
One of the materials considered for cross-bar memory
applications is ZnO [1]. In fact, we demonstrate here that
ZnO can be material of choice for the cross-bar memories
[1,2]. To produce ZnO-based junctions with appropriate
electrical parameters we used the growth technique of
atomic layer deposition (ALD). As zinc precursor we used
diethylzinc (DEZn) with deionized water used as an oxygen precursor [1,2,4–6]:
Zn(C2H5)2 + H2O → ZnO + 2C2H6.
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Use of the ALD and DEZn enabled us reduction of the
growth temperature to about 100 °C, which enabled not only
construction of Schottky diodes with excellent rectification
rates [1,3], but also fully ZnO-based p–n diodes [6]. Moreover, low growth temperature allowed us construction of
hybrid structures of the type ZnO/organic material [1,7–9]
with very good rectification rate and high current density, as
will be discussed further on.
8
The record high rectification of about 10 was achieved
by us for Schottky structures with silver used as a Schottky
contact, but only when deposited below the ZnO film [1,3].
2.2. ZnO for transparent electronic devices
ZnO is an ideal material for the application in the transparent electronics [6]. The required electron concentration
17
18
–3
in the range of 10 – 10 cm can be achieved [6]. Importantly, we observed that electron mobility in ZnO films
grown by the ALD is relatively weakly dependent on film
crystallinity [10,11]. For example, for our polycrystalline
ZnO films grown at low temperature on glass substrate
2
electron mobility is between 5 and 150 cm /(V⋅s) at room
temperature (RT) [4,10,11]. Moreover, the ALD enables
growth of ZnO on polymers, plastic foil, glass indium tin
oxide (ITO) (see Fig. 1 in which we show model of field
effect transistors grown and studied by us), etc… crucial
for its application in transparent electronics. As the gate
oxide (dielectric) thin films of Al2O3, HfO2 (see Fig. 2), or
their laminar structure can be used. Also these layers we
deposit by the ALD [12].
2.3. ZnO for spintronic applications
Spintronics is a booming field of electronics, with range
of devices which are commercialized. These devices are

VDS

VGS

Fig. 1. Model of transparent field effect transistor based on the
ALD grown thin films of dielectric (we use Al2O3, HfO2 or their
laminar structure) and ZnO layers.
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400 nm

Fig. 2. Cross-section of dielectric/ZnO thin film structure deposited by the ALD as a part of transparent transistor taken with
scanning electron microscope.

based on GMR or TMR concept (giant magneto-resistivity
or tunneling magneto-resistivity, respectively). At present,
the research concentrates on introduction of the most futuristic spintronic device (so-called spin transistor [13]),
which will use spin of an electron rather than its charge to
functionalize operation of metal–oxide–semiconductor
(MOS) transistors. It is expected that manipulation of electron’s spin (or resulting magnetism) rather than its charge
will help to achieve new or improved (faster devices working at lower energy consumption) functionalities of such
devices.
The concept of the spin transistor was proposed by Datta and Das [13]. Spin transistor consists of a spin injector,
conventional semiconductor with a gate to manipulate
electrons spin (via the Rashba effect) and as a spin analyzer (used to check the resulting spin orientation of electrons).
The spin transistor is, however, very difficult to be realized in the practice. Only very recently Toshiba Company
announced realization of such transistor with a full-Heusler
alloy used for both the spin injector and analyzer. It is still
believed that to achieve advantages of the spin transistor
we need to use semiconductor-based material for the spin
injector and analyzer. It will be so-called diluted magnetic
semiconductor (DMS) showing ferromagnetic (FM) phase
at RT. The 20 years delay in the introduction of the spin
transistor relates to the lack of DMS materials ferromagnetic at the RT.
III–Mn–V semiconductors were the most studied for
applications in spintronic devices. However, the failure to
reach RT FM for GaMnAs, the most studied diluted magnetic semiconductor, moved the interest to other materials.
At present, ZnO and GaN are the most studied DMS materials. After the theoretical prediction of above RT FM of
heavily p-type GaMnN and ZnMnO [14] more than 1000
papers were published on magnetic properties of these two
wide band gap semiconductors doped with transition metal
Fizika Nizkikh Temperatur, 2011, v. 37, No. 3

(TM) ions. More than 50% of them were on ZnO, becoming the most studied material recently. This partly relates
to the first observation of above RT FM in ZnCoO [15],
followed by many other similar reports.
The present situation is very confusing. Reproducibility
of the results is low, reports contradict each other, etc.
Moreover, the theoretical report on RT FM of ZnMnO and
GaMnN assumed 2+ charge state of Mn in heavily p-type
ZnO or GaN. This, however, cannot be realized experimentally. In both these materials Mn recharges to 3+
[16,17] in p-type samples.
It is now the widely accepted statement that RT FM is
not the material property of ZnO (also GaN), but relates to
some local properties like doping nonuniformities. Our
detail studies of ZnMnO clearly indicate that once TM is
distributed uniformly ZnMnO is paramagnetic [18,19].
To get uniform TM distribution we applied technique of
the ALD and a low growth temperature [19]. Low growth
temperature turned out to be important also in the case of
ZnMnO nanoparticles [20]. Once samples were grown at
increased temperature, or we used post-growth annealing,
TM rich regions appear. These regions can be clearly dea

0.5 mm
b

0.5 mm

Fig. 3. Scanning electron microscopy image (a) and cathodoluminescence (b) map (with detection set at the band edge emission)
taken at 10 kV from 2 × 2 μm region of ZnCoO films grown at low
temperature by the ALD and then annealed at 800 °C.
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at four different accelerating voltages (depth profiling) for
as-grown ZnCoO film (with very uniform Co distribution)
and after annealing the film at 400, 600 and 800 °C. The
latter sample was nonuniform. Such films show FM signal.
Deep defects, responsible for defect-related emissions at
longer wavelength, are generated mostly at the interface
region, as deduced from the depth-profiling CL investigations, as shown in Fig. 4.
Regarding the defects, hydrogen can also be important
in the formation of FM coupled TM pairs. Park and Chadi
[34] proposed that hydrogen may interact with TM ions
resulting in the FM phase. Bridge-like structures Co–H–Co
may be formed, in which spins of Co ions are aligned parallel. In fact some our recent investigations [35] support
such possibility. This observation indicates that the mechanism responsible for the FM response can depend on
growth details and is different from sample to sample.
For application in devices such as the spin transistor
it remains important if we can achieve significant spin
polarization of carriers at RT. Here situation is far from
being satisfactory. For example, for ZnMnO we observed that as a consequence of nonuniformities of Mn
distribution, photoluminescence mostly comes from regions with low Mn fractions and thus magneto-optical
effects are very weak [36]. Definitely magnetic effects

CL Intensity, arb. units

CL Intensity, arb. units

picted using cathodoluminescence (CL) [21,22]. In the CL
study we utilized the fact that TM ions, such as Mn or Co,
effectively quench visible emission of ZnO [21,22]. In the
consequence TM rich regions are observed in the CL study
as dark spots (see Fig. 3). Such spots are observed in samples with nonuniform Co distribution (after annealing at
800 °C). In as-grown uniform films dark area are not observed [22]. Applying depth-profiling CL (see [23] for the
explanation of the method) we proved that such TM rich
regions penetrate whole structure in the form of columns.
As already mentioned RT FM of ZnCoO was reported
already in 2001 [15]. Despite nearly 10 years of concentrated research the origin of the RT FM is still not clear
[24]. The presence of RT FM was related to intrinsic lattice
defects of ZnO [25], foreign phases in the form of various
TM oxides (e.g., CoO [26]), metal accumulations [27],
unpaired spins at TM rich regions [28,29], etc.
The most puzzling situation relates to the role of deep
lattice defects (vacancies?) in FM of ZnTMO [30–33].
This further complicates situation since our CL investigations indicate that high temperature annealing leading in
the appearance of FM response not only results in nonuniformities of Co (Mn) distribution, but also in the generation of deep lattice defects, as we observed in the CL investigations (see Fig. 4). Figure 4 shows CL spectra taken
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Fig. 4. CL spectra taken at four different accelerating voltages (depth-profiling) for ZnCoO sample as grown and after annealing at
400, 600 and 800 °C.
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are very local. On other hand we observed strong polarization of some of the photoluminescence (PL) emissions,
as the consequence of spin selection rules for carrier
trapping via deep Mn-related level [36,37]. This only
contributes to the present misunderstanding of magnetic
interactions in TM doped semiconductors.
3. ZnO for optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications
as transparent conductive oxide
Despite more than 50 years of history, the time which
passed from the introduction of the first photovoltaic cell,
use of PV devices to harvest the solar energy is still very
limited. This is because a payback time for the presently
used generations of solar cells is very long-25–30 years,
which is comparable to their lifetime. Several solutions
are extensively studied at present to increase cells efficiency and reduce their costs [38–40]. To reduce material
costs thinner cells are introduced at present (the so-called
second generation of the PV cells) or inorganic materials
are replaced by organic ones (polymers, the third generation of the PV cells). Another promising approach is to
replace relatively expensive ITO (used as transparent
electrode) with another cheaper material [11].
ZnO is one of the most studied materials for the
transparent conductive oxide (TCO) application. It is
transparent for visible and near infrared light even when
heavily n-type doped. We demonstrated recently that the
ZnO films grown by the ALD with free electron concen20
–3
tration at RT of 10 cm [11,41,42] are suitable for the
application as a transparent electrode in photovoltaic
devices and in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs).
Moreover, we demonstrated that such films can replace
ITO in practical devices. For example, for the OLED
structure based on Alq3 we reached light emission efficiency identical to that achieved in the structure using
ITO as the transparent electrode [9].
Further material improvement was achieved by us by
doping ZnO films with Al [43]. For this we developed a
doping procedure in the ALD process, which allowed
reduction of resistivity of ZnO films by one order in
magnitude [43]. These films show properties very close
to those of ITO. Importantly, the deposition method used
by us uses rather inexpensive precursors and the ALD
reactors can easily be scaled up allowing substrates of
several square meters in size making the recent developments very promising.
4. Hybrid ZnO/organic material structures for
optoelectronic and photovoltaic applications
Organic materials (e.g., conductive polymers) are intensively studied for applications in electronic, photovoltaic and optoelectronic devices. They show mostly ptype conductivity, with electric properties comparable to
Fizika Nizkikh Temperatur, 2011, v. 37, No. 3

those of amorphous silicon. A bright light emission was
demonstrated for OLEDs, resulting in the introduction of
white light emitting panels for an overhead illumination
in last months.
These advantageous properties of polymers were
known from many years. It took however several years to
overcome the main limitation of these materials. It was
necessary to solve the problem of their low time stability.
They degrade fast upon environment effects, with water
vapors being the most destructive ones. In the case of
commercialized optoelectronic displays this was avoided
by embedding organic films between glass panels. This
however is not the most favorable solution.
It was recently demonstrated that coating of polymers
with transparent wide band gap materials can improve their
time stability [7,44]. The first attempts to use ZnO for such
coating were not very encouraging. Much better results
were obtained for TiO2 films [44]. Our recent investigations showed however that if the ALD method is used
coating with ZnO can be advantageous.
For deposition on top of organic material a low thermal
budget of a growth is required and we must avoid very
reactive precursors. Low growth temperature (well below
200 °C) and high conformality of ZnO films grown by the
ALD enabled us construction of several devices based on
ZnO/organic material for electronic, optoelectronic and
photovoltaic applications [1,7,9].
As already mentioned the first attempts with ZnO as
the coating material were not very promising. Fast water
penetration through ZnO films was related to high vacancy concentration in this material. Here use of the
ALD method is very crucial. Once growth conditions
were optimized ZnO films showing only the band edge
emission were obtained by us [4–6]. By coating of organic material with such ZnO films devices stable in
time were constructed [7,38] (see Fig. 5). In such devices
ZnO acts not only as the transparent electrode, but also
helps to reduce environment effects, stabilizing organic
material.
Moreover, junctions of the type ZnO/organic material
show very good electrical properties. High rectification
ratio of Schottky junctions for the P3HT/ZnO hybrid structure was demonstrated by us [7]. This demonstrates chances for their use in cheap cross-bar memory devices.
Conclusions
Till recently ZnO was widely used in chemical, food
and cosmetic industry, with a very limited use in electronics, optoelectronics and photovoltaics. This may
change soon. Several possible applications of ZnO are
now tested, as discussed in the present work. The ones
more advanced relate to the use of ZnO in transparent
electronics and as the TCO material.
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